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$1. INTRODUCTION 
A GENERALIZED n-manifold A4 is an ENR (Euclidean neighborhood retract) such that, for each 
x E M, H,(M, A4 -{x}; Z) = H*(E”, E” - (0); Z). Consider the following three statements. 
I. M is a generalized n-manifold. 
II. M is a finite dimensional cell-like image of a topological n-manifold-without-boundary. 
III. M is a manifold factor, that is, M x Ek is a topological (n + k)-manifold-without- 
boundary, for some k. 
It is conceivable that all three statements are equivalent. It is well-known that II+1 and 
III+1 ([34, 61; the latter implication is a special case of the fact that a Cartesian factor of a 
generalized manifold is also a generalized manifold). We are interested in the question of 
whether I+11 or III. It is natural, for this question to combine statements II and III: 
II-III. M x Ek is a finite dimensional cell-like image of a topological (n + k)-manifold- 
without-boundary, for some k. 
We shall show in this paper that IJII-III in a special case, namely 
MAIN THEOREM. An (n - l)-dimensional compact, connected subspace M of S” is a 
generalized (n - I)-manifold if and only if M x E2 is the cell-like image of an (n + 1)-manifold. 
The proof of the Main Theorem is actually a taming argument which generalizes the proof 
of A. V. Cernavskii[16] that an (n - 1)-sphere M is S” is flat if its complement is I-ULC 
(n > 4). The implication of our results is, in our opinion, that generalized manifolds can be 
handled not only algebraically but also geometrically much like topological manifolds. Ap- 
plications of this idea occur in [15, 201. 
Our work was motivated by the results of [20] and the fact that, if our proof [ 151 of the 
mismatch theorem of [19] were to generalize to include the main result of [20], then it was likely 
that Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper would be true. We therefore thank R. J. Daverman for 
early communication of the results of [20]. 
[Note added May 9, 1977: Since these results were discovered in January or February of 
1975, it has become ever more clear that generalized manifolds behave very much like 
manifolds geometrically. Combining results of Bryant-Lather, Edwards, and the author we 
obtain the following theorem. THEOREM. Suppose M is a generalized n-manifold, n 2 5 whose 
nonmanifold set has dimension I 0. Then M is a cell-like image of u manifold (Bryant-Lather), 
M X E’ is a manifold (Edwards), and M is a manifold if and only if M has the disjoint disk 
property (singular disks in A4 can be adjusted slightly so as to be disjoint) (Cannon). Next 
suppose M is a generalized n-manifold, n I 5, whose nonmanifold part lies in a topological 
polyhedron P C M of dimension In-3. Combining results of Bryant and the author we obtain 
the following theorem. THEOREM. If M admits a cell-like embedding relation into an (n + l)- 
manifold, then M x E’ is a manifold (Cannon), M is thus a cell-like decomposition of a 
manifold (Bryant), hence M is a manifold if and only if it has the disjoint disk property 
(Cannon). We are led to the following conjecture. CONJECTURE. A generalized n-manifold, n 2 5, is a 
topological manifold if and only if it has the disjoint disk property. Using results of Ancel-Cannon, 
the Main theorem can be improved by one dimension. MAIN THEOREM (+). An (n - l)-dimensional 
compact, connected subspace of S”, n I 5, is a generalized (n - l)-manifold if and only if M X E’ is 
the cell-like image of an n-manifold.] 
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We use S”, B”, and E” to denote the n-sphere, the n-ball, and Euclidean n-space, 
respectively. We use Diam X and Cl X to denote the diameter and closure of the set X. We use 
Int X and Bd X to denote the interior and boundary of a set X; we leave it to context to 
determine whether these are to denote combinatorial or point set interiors and boundaries. We 
think of a function f :X + Y as an actual subset of the product X x Y :{(x, f(x))]x E X}. A 
relation R : X + Y is then simply a subset of X x Y; the relation R is (upper semi-) continuous 
if R-‘(C) is closed for each closed set C C Y; the relation R is cell-like if R(x) is a cell-like set for 
each x E X; the relation R is open if R(U) is open for each open set U C X; the relation R is 
injective if R-’ is a function; the relation R is an embedding relation if it is injective, continuous and 
the function R-‘[R(X) is continuous and surjective. That is. a continuous relation R is an 
embedding relation if and only if R-‘jR(X) is a continuous surjective function. 
82. A BICOLLABING THEOREM 
A. V. Cernavskii[l6] and R. J. Daverman[l7] have given very nice proofs that an (n - l)- 
sphere M in S” (n > 4) is bicollared if it has I-ULC complement. We wish to extend this result 
to a large class of (n - I)-dimensional subsets M of S” which are not manifolds. Our proof is a 
modification of Cernavskii’s. Since the objects with which we shall be dealing have in the past 
generally not been treated geometrically, we shall crystallize the geometric ideas by first 
treating the taming argument axiomatically. In later sections we shall prove that the axioms are 
often satisfied and examine applications. 
Setting. Let M be a compact, connected subset of S” (n > 1) satisfying the following four 
axioms. 
AXIOM 1. The set S” - M has precisely two components U,, and U,, and M is the boundary of 
each (Fig. 1). 
AXIOM 2. The set M is locally contractible. 
Definition 1. Let V be an open subset of M, and let h : S” + S” be a homeomorphism fixed 
on M - V. Then h is said to define a blister B = h(V) on V (Fig. 2). Disjoint blisters I?, = h, V, 
. . I ) Bk = hkV on V are said to be ordered (Fig. 2) if, for each integer i satisfying 1 5 i < k and 
each component X of V 
(1) the sets Bi+l, . . . , Bk lie in a single component of S” - hiM; 
(2) the sets hi(X) and h;+*(X) lie on the boundary of a component X(i, i + 1) of S” - 
U ;=I hi(M). 
It is easy to see, using Axiom 1, that the component X(i, i + 1) of S” - U fxlhj(M) is uniquely 
determined by the homeomorphisms hi, hi+,: S” + S”. We define C(B;, Bi+l) = U {X(i, i + 1)(X is 
a component of V}. Since our blisters will not always be subscripted, we shall also often use the 
notation C(hiX, hi+lX) for the set X(i, i + 1). Note that, if B,, . . . , Bk are ordered and 
i, < - . * < ii, then Bi,, . . . , Bij are ordered. 
Definition 2. Let V be an open subset of M. A constraint for the pair (M, V) is a subset W 
of S” x S” such that 
(i) idIS” C W, 
(ii) id] V C Int W, and 
(iii) id]M - V = WIM - V. 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
If W is a constraint for (M, 
h fixes M - V (by (iii)) and 
W. 
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V) and h : S” + S” is a homeomorphism of S” contained in W, then 
hence defines a blister h(V) on V which we say is constrained by 
AXIOM 3. Let V be an open subset of M, let W be a constraint for the pair (M, V), and let 
i = 0 or 1. Then there is a blister B on V in Ui constrained by W (Fig. 3). 
AXIOM 4. Let V be an open subset of M. Then there is a constraint W for the pair (M, V) 
such that, if BO, B, and B, are ordered blisters on V constrained by W with B c C(Bo, B,) and if 
F is a closed subset of B0 U C(Bo, B,) U B1 missing BO, then there is a homeomophism 
h: S” -+ S” fixed outside of C(Bo, B,) such that F C C(h(B), B,) (Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4. 
Remark. It is important to observe that if h: S” + S” is any homeomorphism, then 
M’ = h(M) satisfies Axioms l-4. This observation will be used without comment throughout the 
proof of Theorem 1. In particular, we often leave it to the reader to determine the particular M’ 
to which we are applying the axioms. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact, connected subset of S” (n > 1) satisfying Axioms l-4. 
Then there is an open cell-like embedding relation R: M x (- 1, l)+ S” such that R(m, 0) = m for 
each m E M. 
COROLLARY 1.1. If M satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and M x (- 1,l) is an n-manifold 
(n+ 4), then M is bicollared in S”. 
Proof of Corollary 1 .l. By the Armentrout [2]-Siebenmann [3 l] Theorem on approximating 
cellular maps of manifolds by homeomorphisms, R can be approximated closely by an open 
embedding h: M x (-1, l)+ S” such that hJM X (0) = RIM X (0). The desired results follows. 
The remainder of this section assumes the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and is devoted to the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 requires that we partition sets of the form V x [0, l] (V open in M) 
into “cells” by continuous functions cf: V + [0, 1]) C (V x [0, 11). 
Definition 3. Let V be an open subset of M. Let E: V+ V be a neighborhood of id: V+ V 
in V x V such that (idM U c): M + M is a continuous relation[ 141. Let k and m be positive 
integers. An (E x k x m)-partition-of-unity on V is a family cfi: V+[O, l]]i = 0. . , . k . m} of 
continuous functions such that 
(i) if V, is a component of fi_‘(O, l] (which is necessarily open in V since M is locally 
contractible), then V, C E(X) for some x E V, and 
j-m 
(ii) if j = 0, 1,. . . , or k, then Z fi = j/k. 
i=O 
Note that, if cfi : V+ [0, l]]i = 0, . _ . , k . m} is an (E X k X m)-partition-of-unity on V, then the 
set X = U { i f;lj = 0, . . . , k . m} is a subset of V x [0, I] which partitions (V x [0, I]) - X into 
i=O 
many small open “cells” each homeomorphic with V, x (0,l) for some open subset V, of V, 
V,, C E(X) for some x E V (Fig. 5). Furthermore, each of these “cells” has a natural bottom in 
j+1 
some i fi and a natural top in Z f;, so that the union of the “cell” with the top and bottom is 
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more properly described as the variable product 
va ’ [ 2 fit g fi] = { (4 t)(X E Va, f: fi(X) I t I 5 fi(X)}e 
: of certain We shall return to the study of these “cells” after we prove the existence 
(E x k x m)-partitions-of-unity. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let V, E, k, and m be as in Definition 3. If m 1 n, then there is an 
partition-of-unity on V. 
(exkxm)- 
Proof of Lemma 1.2. It clearly suffices to prove the existence of an (E X 1 X m)-partition-of- 
unity on V. By Axiom 1 and [27, Theorem VI 111, dim V = n - 1< m. Thus there is an open 
cover 41 = V, U . . . U V,,, of V, each Vi being a discrete collection of open sets refining the 
cover {E(x)]x E V} of V. By [21, p. 1701, there is a standard partition of unity {K,: V+ 
10, 11(x E %} on V subordinate to the open cover 41. Let f0 = 0, and, if i > 0, let _fi = 
Z {&]a E Vi}. Then (fi: V+[O, l]]i = 0,. . . , m} is the required (E x 1 x m)-partition-of-unity on 
V. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.2. 
Definition 4. Let V be an open subset of i&f, and let W be a constraint for the pair (M, V) as 
promised by Axiom 4. Homeomorphisms ho, h,: S” + S” in W are said to be a restricted pair 
with restricted constraint W if there exist blisters B0 and B, on V such that 
(i) Bo, hOV, h, V, and Br are ordered blisters on V; and 
(ii) ho and h, are the identity on a closed subset N of S” which contains all of S” - 
C(&, B,) and which contains B. U BI in its interior. (The four blisters BO, h,,V, h, V, and B, 




Fig. 5. Fig. 6 
The following key lemma contains the heart of the argument in the proof of Theorem 1. In 
order to postpone some of the less essential technical complications, we first state and prove a 
simplified (?) version. The proof is then followed by a number of Addenda necessary in the 
applications of the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume the foliowmg given: 
(1) ho, h,: S” + S”, a restricted pair of homeomorphisms, with restricted constraint W, 
defining blisters on an open subset V of M; 
(2) X = U {Ii filj = 0,. * . ,3n}, a subset of V x [0, l] arising from an (c x 3 x n)-partition-of- 
i-0 
unity {fi: V+[O, l](i = 0,. . . ,3n} on V; and 
(3) 7r: (M x [0, 11) - [V x (0, l)]+ S”, the continuous function defined by 
7r(m,t)= m 
1 
mE V, t E [0, l] 
h,(m) mE V,tE{O, 1). 
Then there is a continuous extension n *: X U Domain P+ S” of P such that ?r*IX is an 
embedding onto a subset of ho(V) U C(h& V), h,(V)) U h,(V) (Fig. 7). 
Proof of Lemma 1.3. Note that X consists of three layers which are defined as unions 
Xl = U {t: filj = 0,. . . , n), X2 = U li%f;Ij = n, . . . ,2n}, and X3 = U { Ib filj = 2n,. . . ,3n}. Us- 
i=O i=l 





I ing Axiom 1 iteratively, we first attach X1 U X2 to hO( V) in hO( V) U C($V, hr V) (with image 
Xi U Xi) and then attach X3 to h, V in C(hoV, h, V) U h, V (with image Xi) (Fig. 8). We then 
pull the two resulting images of $ fi together so as to complete the embedding of X (Fig. ‘9). 
i=O 
The details are as follows. 
Let Bo, B1, and N be such that the conditions of Definition 4 are satisfied by V, W, ho, h,, 
Bo, BI, and N and such that N C S” -[hoV U C(hoV,hlV) U hlV]. Let Vi =fr’(O, l] (i = 
1 ,*-*, 3n). 
We now attach XI U X2 to hoV. By Axiom 3, there exist homeomorphisms (go = ho), . . . , 
gt,,: S” + s” fixed on N such that, for each i > 0, 
(4) gi defines a blister on gi+ , . . goVi in C(gi_, . . . goV, hl V), and 
(5) gi e a . go C W. 
Then Xi U Xi= U{gi. ..goV]i=O,. . . , 2n) and X1 U Xz are homeomorphic in a natural way. 
We next attach X3 to hr V. By Axiom 1, there exist homeomorphisms (G3, = h,), . . . , GZn: 
S” + S” fixed on N such that, for i < 3n, 
(4’) Gi defines a blister on Gi+l .. . G,,Vi in C(gZ”.. . goV, Gi+l . . . G3”V), and 
(5’) Gi. . . G3, C We 
Then Xi= U{Gi...GgnV]i=2n ,..., 3n) and X3 are homeomorphic in a natural way. 
We now pull g2,, . . . go V and G2,. . . G3, V together (Figs 8 and 9) to complete the embedding 
of X. By Axiom 4, there is a homeomorphism g: S” + S” fixed outside of C(Bo, g2”. . . goV) 
such that g[C(Bo, gn * - - go VII c N n Wo, ho0 The homeomorphism h= 
(G2,. . . Gdg2n. . . go)-’ of S” takes the “top” g2”. . . goV of Xi U X; to the “bottom” 
G 2n-. . G3,V of Xi, and h fixes N. Then g-‘hg fixes Xi = U (gi. . . goVli = 0,. . . , n} and 
stretches X$ so that its “top” coincides with the “bottom” of Xi. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 1.3. 
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We now consider the various addenda to Lemma 1.3. They are essentially obvious 
consequences of the axioms and of the proof we have given for Lemma 1.3. However. we 
include a short discussion of them after their statements are completed. 
Addenda to Lemma 1.3. All of the following additional conditions may be satisfied 
simultaneously along with the aforestated conclusion of Lemma 1.3. 
1.3.1. The image r*(X) of the embedding r*IX can be realized as a union U 
{HiV(i = 0,. . . ,3n} where Ho = ho, H,, . . . . H+,, H,,, = h, are homeomorphisms of S”, and for 
i > 0, H&‘, defines a blister on Hi-1 Vi in C(Hi-1 V, h, V). 
1.3.2. The homeomorphisms H,, . . . , H,, and the homeomorphisms Hz”, . . . , H+, may be 
chosen as close to Ho = ho and to H3” = h,, respectively, as desired (see Figs 8 and 9). 
1.3.3. The homeomorphisms Ho, . . . , Hsn may be chosen so that, for i > 0, the pair id: 
S” + S” and HiHzI: S” + S” form a restricted pair of homeomorphisms with respect to the 
open subset Hi_,(Vi) of Hi-l(M) (see Axiom 4 and Definition 4). 
1.3.4. If ??is sufficiently small, then Ho, . . . , H3” may be chosen so that, if V, is a 
component of fi-‘(O,l], then the “cell” which is the closure of the set C(Hi-1 V,, HiVa) is 
contractible in hOV U C(h,,V, h,V) U h,V. 
Discussion of the Addenda. That 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 can be satisfied is immediate from the proof 
given for Lemma 1.3. That 1.3.3 can be satisfied for the homeomorphism pairs involved before 
the top of Xi is pulled to the bottom of X; by g-’ hg in the proof of Lemma 1.3 is obvious from 
Axioms 3 and 4. But the fact that homeomorphisms preserve restricted pairs shows that the 
property of 1.3.3 is retained after application of g-’ hg. Similarly that 1.3.4 can be satisfied for 
“cells” enclosed by Xi, Xi, and Xi before application of g-’ hg follows from Axioms 1, 2, and 
3. But the property of 1.3.4 is also invariant under the application of g-’ hg. Thus 1.3.1-1.3.4 can 
all be satisfied. 
Remark. If one could make all of the “cells” discussed in 1.3.4 small, then one could prove 
that A4 is bicollared. We have not succeeded in doing this even at the cost of using many layers 
rather than just three; and, since success in so doing would, for example, prove that the double 
suspensions of many homology spheres are topological spheres, we suspect that a much more 
profound study of the specific structures involved is necessary for success. [Note added May 9, 
1977. The author has just completed a proof that the double suspension of each homology 
sphere is a topological sphere. This result completes the partial results of R. D. Edwards in this 
regard.] 
We are finally in a position to prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Though Theorem 1 requires only that we define R on M x (-1, I), we 
define R on all of M x [-1, 11. In essence we define R only on a dense infinite “(n - I)- 
skeleton” X of M x [-1, l] and then extend to the rest of M x [-I, l] in the only reasonable 
way. The procedure is much like the proof of [14, Theorem 431 
Definition of X. The set X is the union of countably many closed sets X0 C X, C X2 C . . . 
defined inductively. We define X0 = M x (-1, 0, 1). Assume Xi-1 has already been defined so 
that each component U, of (M x [-1, 11) - Xi-1 has diameter less than l/(i - 1) and is a variable 
product 
v&l x ua-9 fa’) = {(u, t>lu E va, fa7u) < t qn+(u)} 
where V, is open in M, fa’: H + [-1, I] are continuous functions, and f,-IBd V, = f,‘lBd V, 
(Fig. 10). Let 7r=: U, + V, x (0,l) be the unique homeomorphism which takes {v} x (fol-(u), 
f*‘(v)) in a linear and order-preserving fashion onto {v} X (0,l) (Fig. 11). Let cfi: V,, + [0, l]li = 
0 . . , 3n) be an (E, x 3 x n)-partition-of-unity on V, for some ??m (small enough to ensure that 
tid restrictions on U, are satisfied and to satisfy additional requirements to be indicated later), 
let XL = U {iiofilj = 1,. . . ,3n - I}, and let X, = r=-‘XA. Then Xi-1 U lJ,X, is the desired 
compact set Xi. 
Definition of RIX,,. Let ha: S” + S” and hl: S” + S” be homeomorphisms such that hoM is a 





blister on M in U, and h&f is a blister on M in Ur. Require further that the pairs (ho, id) and 
(id, h,) be restricted pairs of homeomorphisms with respect to the open set M of M. 
Iterative definition of RlXi (i > 0). Assume R/Xi-r defined so that, if the components U, of 
(M x [-1, 11) -Xi-r are described as variable products V, x cf=-, fa’) as above, then the sets 
R(Bd U,) bound disjoint “cells” of the form C(h,( VL), ga( VA)), with h, and g, a restricted pair 
of homeomorphisms with respect to some homeomorphic image M’ = f,(M) of M and image 
VL = fn( V,) of V, in fJ(M) (Fig. 12). Then Lemma 1.3 tells precisely how to extend H to each 
of the sets X, = U, tl Xi so as to take X, into C(h,( VA), ga( VL)). Note that the resulting 
function R(Xi is automatically continuous on Xi since the components U, and the cor- 
responding “cells” C(h,( VA), ga( VA)) f orm null sequences. We may use Addendum 1.3.3 to 
assure ourselves that the iteration of this process may be continued. 
Forcing continuity of R]X. Let R/X = 6 (R(Xi). Recall that, for each component U, of 
i=O 
(M x [-1, 11) -Xi-r, the corresponding set X, and the map R](X, U Bd U,) were defined in 
terms of some (E= x 3 x n)-partition-of-unity on V, C M via Lemma 1.3. By choosing each t$ 
sufficiently small (it suffices to consider only the finitely many large U, and by making use of 
Addendum 1.3.2, we may require further that, for each x E Xi-17 there exists a closed 
neighborhood N of x in M X i-1, 11 with boundary in Xi such that R(N n Xi) lies in the 
l/i-neighborhood N(R(x), l/i) of R(x). With this additional control on R]Xi, R]X is automati- 
cally continuous. 
R[M x (-I)] 
Fig. 12. 
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Extending R to (M x [-1, I]) - X. By the definition of X, any component of (M X [- 1, 
I])-X is a single point. Let x be such a point, and, for each integer i>O, let Ui(X) be the 
component of (M x [- 1, 11) - Xi containing x. As noted in the definition of RIXi, there are 
corresponding components Ci(x) of S” - R(Xi) such that R(Bd Ui(X)) = Bd Ci(X). It is easy to 
see that C,(x) > C,(x) > C,(x) > . . . and that : Ci(X) is a nonempty compact. connected 
i=O 
subset of S” -R(X). We define R(x) = E Ci(x). We leave it to the reader to verify that R, so 
i=O 
defined, is an embedding relation and that RIM x (-1, 1) satisfies all the requirements of 
Theorem 1 with the possible exception of the requirement that each point image of R be cell-like. 
But this final requirement can be satisfied simply by making use of Addendum 1.3.4 in each 
application of Lemma 1.3. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
53.GENERALIZED MANIFOLDS AND THE FOUR AXIOMS OF SECTION 2 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following complement to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose M is a compact, connected, generalized (n - l)-manifold in S” (n > 4) 
and suppose that S” - M is I-ULC. Then M satisfies Axioms l-4 of Section 2. 
Remark. The I-ULC property is used in verifying Axioms 3 and 4 only. Theorem 2 is also 
true for n = 2 and 3, but in these cases generalized (n - I)-manifolds and topological (n - l)- 
manifolds coincide[33] and Theorems 1 and 2 are already well-known. 
We first relate our notion of generalized manifold to the more usual notions of generalized 
homology and cohomology manifolds and write down the consequences of that relationship. 
Roughly speaking, our notion is the usual one with the added hypotheses of finite dimen- 
sionality and local contractibility. 
Properties of generalized manifolds. 
(1) A generalized manifold M is locally compact, finite dimensional, and locally contractible 
(since all ENR’s have these properties). 
(2) A generalized manifold M has finite cohomological dimension over 2 (since it is finite 
dimensional by (1)). 
(3) A generalized manifold M is cohomologically locally connected (since, by (l), M is 
locally contractible; see [8, p. 4671). 
(4) A generalized (n - I)-manifold M satisfies, for each x E M, 
(since these are the corresponding groups of the pair (En-‘, En-’ -{O})). 
(5) A generalized (n - l)-manifold M is locally orientable; i.e., the orientation sheaf 8 of M 
is locally constant. (This is a non-trivial result due to G. E. Bredon[7,8]. Bredon explains the 
content of (4) and its relationship to (5) in [8, p. 4621 as follows: “The homology in (4) . . . is that 
of Borel-Moore. This coincides with Cech homology under condition (3) . . . The local homology 
groups [as in (4)] of a locally compact space M are the stalks of a sheaf, denoted by $Ipi(M), 
which is just the sheaf generated by the presheaf U*H;(M, M - U). Under condition (4) we 
call 3&_,(M) the orientation sheaf and denote it by 6. The intuitive content of condition (5) is, 
of course, that the local homology groups fit together locally in the expected way”.) 
Properties (l)-(5) are, with the exception of finite dimensionality and local contractibility in 
(l), precisely Bredon’s definition of generalized homology or cohomology (n - 1)-manifold over 
2 [8, pp. 461-4621. 
3.1. Verification of Axiom 1. Let M be a compact, connected, generalized (n - 1)-manifold 
in S” (n > 1). By [5, Theorem 7.121 M is, in the terminology of Bore1 and Moore, an 
(n - I)-cmz, hence certainly an (n - l)-cm_+ Thus, by [4, Chapter I, Prop. 4.81, M is orientabale 
over Z,, and, by [33, Chapter X, 3.11, S” - M has precisely two components U0 and U,, and M 
is the boundary of each. Thus Axiom 1 is verified. It is easy to verify after the fact that M is 
orientable over 2 (see [27, p. 150, Corollary]). 
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3.2. Verification of Axiom 2. A generalized manifold is locally contractible since every 
ENR is locally contractible; thus Axiom 2 holds. 
3.3. Verification of Axioms 3 and 4. 
3.3.1. Homology (ulc) properties. Let M be a connected, compact generalized (n - 1)-manifold 
in S”. We have observed in 3.1 that S” - M has precisely two components U0 and U, and that 
M is the boundary of each. We now observe that each of these domains Uj (i = 0,l) is r-ulc for 
each integer r z 0. [The set Ui is r-ulc if, for each E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that any 
r-cycle (Z-coefficients) on a &subset of Ui bounds on (r + I)-chain (Z-coefficients) on an 
e-subset of U,.] If we were to use coefficients in a field, this would be exactly the content of [33, 
Chapter X, Theorem 3.21. We leave it to the reader to make the necessary changes for Z 
coefficients. 
3.3.2. Homotopy (ULC) properties and the local Hurewicz Theorem. Suppose that M is a 
compact, connected generalized (n - 1)-manifold in S” (n > I), and assume in addition that 
S” -M is 1 - ULC. By 3.3.1 and by, for example, the argument of [14, Theorem 371, each Ui is 
r-ULC for each r 2 0. [The set Ui is r-ULC if, for each ??> 0, there exists a S > 0 such that any 
singular r-sphere in a S-subset of Ui is contractible in an E-subset of U;.] 
3.3.3. Infinite radial engulfing and the verification of Axiom 3. Let M be as in Theorem 2. 
Axioms 1 and 2 and 3.3.2 give us precisely the set-up necessary for infinite radial engulfing as 
expounded in [29; 17; 14, Bubble Lemma 391. One simply engulfs V by Ui; Axiom 3 is 
therefore an immediate consequence of, for example, the proof of [14, Bubble Lemma 391. 
3.3.4. Constructing engulfing homotopies and verifying Axiom 4. Let M be as in Theorem 2. 
Axiom 4 is proved by exactly the same method as Axiom 3; one simply engulfs 1; by the set 
C(B, B,). However, the construction of the homotopies necessary to make the engulfing 
possible is in general impossible unless the homeomorphisms defining the blisters Bo, B, and B, 
are very near the identity. The difficulties encountered are exactly like those expounded in [9, 
Proposition 21 and noted in [29, Proposition 31. The arguments used in these two propositions 
dealt with an (n -- I)-manifold M in S” but used only the local contractibility of M. We leave 
the details to the reader or refer him to [9, 29, 143. This completes our discussion of Theorem 2. 
THEOREMS. Suppose M is a compact connected subset of S” that has some bicollared 
embedding in S” (n > 4). Then M is bicollared in S” if and only if S” - M is I-ULC. 
Proof. Since M has a bicollared embedding in s”, M is clearly an ENR and (n - I.)- 
dimensional. By [6], M is therefore a generalized (n - I)-manifold. Since M is locally contractible, 
any bicollared embedding clearly has I-ULC complement directly from first principles (exercise 
using local contractibility). If S” - M is I-ULC, then Axioms l-4 of Section 2 are satisfied (by 
Theorem 2). By corollary 1.1, M is then bicollared in S”. 
Remark. Theorem 3 should be compared with [15, 201. In [lS], the fact that M satisfies 
Axiom 3 was used as a I-ULC Taming Hypothesis. 
44. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
The main theorem was stated in the introduction. Since manifolds and generalized (n - l)- 
manifolds coincide for n I 3, we assume n > 3. One half of the main theorem is well-known: 
indeed, if M x E* is the cellular image of an (n + l)-manifold, then M x E* is a generalized 
manifold by [34] and hence M is a generalized manifold by [6]. If M had l-ULC complement in 
S” and n > 4, then the other half of the main theorem would be a consequence of Theorems 1 
and 2. We note that M x I?'( C S" x E') has precisely two complementary domains U, and U, 
in S” x E’ and is the boundary of each by 3.1. If we can re-embed M x E’ by a slight move in 
S” X E’ which fixes M x (0) C S” x (0) so that the image h(A4 x E’) has l-LC complement at 
each point of h(M x El), then a noncompact version of Theorems 1 and 2 will supply an open, 
cell-like embedding relation R: h(M x E’) x E’ +S”xE’ such that R(x,O)=x for XE 
h(M x E’). Then R(h(M x E’) x E’) is an (n + I)-manifold which has M x E* as cell-like image. 
Thus, all that remains to prove is the following theorem, due essentially to M. A. &anko[35] or 
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to J. L. Bryant, R. D. Edwards, and C. L. Seebeck, III[ Ill. Caution: All of these authors claim 
more than they prove. 
THEOREM 4 (Stank0 or Bryant, Edwards, and Seebeck). Suppose M = M x (0) is a compact, 
connected, generalized (n - l)-manifold in S” = S” x (0) C S” x E’ (n ?4), and suppose that W 
is a neighborhood of the inclusion i: (MxE’)-(Mx{O})+S”xE1. Then W U 
(A4 x (0) C S” x E’) contains an embedding h: A4 X E’+S” x E’ such that (S” x El)- 
h(M x E’) is I-LC at each point of h(M x E’). 
Discussion of proof. From the high dimensional analogue of [ 13,2C.2.1 Corollary] it follows 
easily that there is a O-dimensional F--set F C M X E’ such that F fl (M x {t}) is at most a 
single point for each t E E’ and such that [(Y x E’) - (M x E’)] U F is I-LC at each point of 
M x E’. (See also [18, Corollary 71.) This is sufficient information to make the argument of [ll] 
work in proving Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If M is a compact (n - I)-manifold in E”, then M hos a neighborhood in 
E” x E’ homeomorphic with M x E*, M being the zero-section of this bundle with fiber E*. 
Proof. This is well-known if n 53 (see [26]). If n I 4, then the argument given for the main 
theorem above supplies a neighborhood of M in E” X E’ which has M x E* as a cell-like image. 
The argument of Corollary 1.1 of Section 2 involving the Stebenmann cell-like map theorem [31] 
completes the proof. 
85. EXAMPLES 
The Main Theorem implies that all generalized codimension-one submanifolds arise, at least 
stably, as cell-like decompositions of a topological manifold. Especially relevant in this 
connection are the results of J. L. Bryant and J. G. Hollingsworth[l2], Steve Armentrout[l], 
and R. D. Edwards [24]. The final remark of [12] makes it somewhat unlikely that each 
generalized manifold is itself a cell-like image of a manifold when one considers the fact [24] 
that at least one homology sphere has a topological sphere as its double suspension. Thus, our 
stable result may be best possible. (However, see Theorem 7 below.) The main theorem of [l] and 
its proof supply many examples of codimension-one submanifolds of S” with I-UCL comple- 
ments. We include a short new proof of Armentrout’s main theorem. 
THEOREM 5. If n is any integer > 1, G is a cellular decomposition of S-‘, and the image of the 
union of the nondegenerate elements of G in S”-‘/G is zero dimensional, then the generalized 
(n - I)-manifold S”-‘/G has an embedding in S” with I-ULC complement. 
Proof. We assume S”-’ sits in S” in the standard way. We let G’ denote the decomposition 
of S” having the same nondegenerate elements as G. Let 7~: S” + P/G’ denote the projection 
map. It is easy to check that Y/G’- ?rS”-’ is l-ULC and that ?TS”-’ = S”-I/G. Thus it suffices 
to show that S”/G’= S”. To this end we apply [28]. By [28, Theorem 1.41, it suffices to show, for 
each nondegenerate element g E 0 and neighborhood N of g in S”, the existence of an n-cell 
C C S” such that g C Int C C C C N and such that Bd C intersects no nondegenerate element 
of G’. We may assume, since G is a cellular decomposition of Y’, that N may be identified 
with a product U x (- 1,l) C S” where U x (0) is an open cell neighborhood of g in 9-l. Since 
the image of the union of the nondegenerate elements is zero-dimensional, there is, by [27, p. 
34, B], a compact connected subset B of U which separates g from S”-’ - U in S”-‘. Let C’ be 
a collared (n - 1)-cell in U which contains B in its interior. Let f: C’ + (- 1, j] be a continuous 
function such that 
(1) f’(0) = B, 
(2) f-‘(i) = Bd C’, and 
(3) f-‘(-1, 0) is the component of U-B containing g. 
Define X = f U (C’ x (3) C U x (-1,l). Then X is a bicollared (n - 1)-sphere in S” bounding an 
n-cell C in N = U x (-1,1) satisfying the requirements set out above. As noted previously, by 
[28, Theorem 1.41, Y/G’= S” as desired. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
We finally mention the following slight reinterpretation of our results. 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose G is a cell-like decomposition of S”-’ (n > 4) such that S-‘/G has an 
embedding h with l-ULC complement in S”. Then (F-‘/G) x E' is a manifold if and only if 
h(S”-‘IG) is bicollared in S”. 
Remark. The content of Theorem 6 is that one can consider the problem of proving that 
S”-‘IG x E’ is a manifold as a taming problem. 
Proof. One half of the theorem is obvious. As for the other half, if (S-*/G) x E’ is a 
manifold, then Theorems 1, 2 and Corollary 1.1 imply that h(Y1/G) is bicollared. 
THEOREM 7. Let M be a compact, connected, generalized (n - 1)-manifold in S” (n > 5) such 
that S” - M is l-ULC. Then there is a diflerentiable submanifold M’ of S” such that M’ x (-x), 
CQ) has M x (--a, ~0) as a cell-like image. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let M be as in Theorem 7. Then M has the homotopy type of a differentiable 
(n - I)-submanifold of S”. 
Remark. The referee points out that M has a well-defined simple homotopy type by work of 
J. E. West and that M’ may be constructed to have the same homotopy type. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let M be a compact, connected generalized (n - I)-manifold in S” (n > 4). 
Then M x S’ has the homotopy type of a differentiable n-dimensional submanifold of S” x S’. 
Proof of Corollary 7.2. By the method indicated in the proof of the Main Theorem, M x S’ 
can be embedded in S” x S’ so as to have I-ULC complement. Then a version of Corollary 7.1. 
applies. 
Proof of Theorem 7. By Theorems 1 and 2, there is an open cell-like embedding relation R: 
M x (-~,a)+ S” such that R(m, 0) = m for each m E M. It is obvious from the proof of 
Theorem 1, that we may assume that RIM x {k} is a function for each integer k. 
Let W be one component of F-Image R and let X = S” - W. Clearly, X is a differentiable 
open n-submanifold of S” with a single end E. We shall use the main results of [30] and [32] to 
show that E is collared. 
The end ??is tame[30]. One needs to check[30, p. l] that (a) ml is stable at E and that (b) 
there exist arbitrarily small neighborhoods of E, each dominated by a finite complex. To this end 
we observe that there is a cofinal sequence R(M x [0, a)) > R(M x [ 1, a)) > . + . > R(M + [i, 
m)) 3 . . . of closed neighborhoods of E homotopy equivalent with the sequence M X [0, 
a~))> Mx[l,w)>.*.>M~[i,~)> .**. It is obvious from this observation that 7rl is stable 
at e [30, pp. 11-121. Since M, as an ENR, is dominated by a finite complex, it is also obvious 
that (b) is satisfied. Therefore, E is tame. 
The obstruction to collaring E vanishes[30]. Indeed, the obstruction is, by [30, p. ii] of the 
form m(e) = r*cr( V) where V is a sufficiently small closed ne&bork.ood of ??bounded bj a 
differentiable (n - I)-submanifold of X and a(u) is C. T. C. Wall’s obstruction to V having the 
homotopy type of a finite complex. But V strong deformation retracts onto the compact ENR 
V n R(M x (-co, k]) for k sufficiently large. Since compact ENR’s have the homotopy type of 
a finite complex by J. West’s theorem[32], a(V) = 0. Thus the obstruction vanishes as claimed. 
Thus, by [30], E has a neighborhood of the form M’ x (-co, a~), M’ a differentiable 
(n - I)-submanifold of X. 
It is finally an easy matter to use engulfing to show that M’ x (-a, 00) and Image R are 
homeomorphic. This completes the proof of Theorem 7. 
86. QUESTIONS 
6.1. Is a cell-like image of a manifold finite-dimensional? 
6.2. Are statements I, II and III equivalent? 
6.3. Can Theorem 5 be extended to cell-like decompositions? to non-zero-dimensional 
cellular decompositions? 
6.4. Does every generalized n-manifold have the homotopy-type of a topological n-mani- 
fold? 
a J. W. CANNON 
6.5. Is every generalized n-manifold the cell-like image of a topological n-manifold? 
6.6. Can the hypotheses of Theorem 1 of [12] be weakened to require only that X x Rk be 
the cell-like image of a smooth (n + k)-manifold? 
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